
Stars To Watch for1977
By BARRY TAYLOR

It's been a good year for new talent. Boston, Heart, Wild Cherry,
Dr. Buzzard's Original Savannah Band, Robert Palmer and Vicki Sue
Robinson have made that clear with records on the chart and budding
careers. Graham Parker quickly established himself as an artist to watch
with the "Nowlin' Wind" and "Heat Treatment" albums and there is
already talk that his group, The Rumour is ready to go into the studio
to record under their own name. Along with Graham Parker and the
Rumour, other names to watch for in 1977 are Peter Gabriel, the
former Genesis vocalist who is embarking on a solo career, Brand
X, Pilot, City Boy, Dwight Twilley and the Kursaal Flyers in addition to
those mentioned below:

Dave Edmunds
III Dave Edmunds had a top 10
single in 1970 with his quirky in-
terpretation of Freddie Bartholo-
mew's "I Hear You Knocking." It
won him the instant admiration
of John Lennon among others,
but through two solo albums,
numerous singles, a movie role
and a notoriety as a producer,
he still remains virtually an un-
known entity.

Dave Edmunds

John Lennon is not the only
one aware of Edmunds' talent: it
had been suggested that he was
the only logical replacement for
Mick Taylor in the Rolling Stones,
and Phil Spector has reportedly
called him the producer he most
respects. Greg Shaw summed it up
best in Bomp magazine though,
when he wrote, "Musicians, cri-
tics, people in the music business
generally have such enormous
regard for him that the slightest
news concerning his activities is

enough to arouse keen excite-
ment."

Why then his relative obscurity?
Edmunds achieved some initial
success in the '60s with the group
Love Sculpture, but has spent the
better part of the '70s in the con-
trol booth of Rockfield Studios
in Wales where he singlehanded-
ly re -worked the Spector strata-
gem on songs like "Born To Be
With You" and "Baby, I Love
You" and captured the primitive
sound of the early Sun days
through his painstaking use of
overdubs: recording, engineering,
producing, playing all the instru-
ments and singing all of the vocal
lines himself.

As a result, he has only record-
ed some three dozen sides over

(Continued on page 150)

The Babys
II The group has yet to appear
in public. Their first album will
not be released anywhere until
sometime in January, yet on the
basis of a three track EP released
in England by Chrysalis last
month, The Babys demonstrate
the poise, talent and appeal that
could make them one of the
biggest new groups to emerge in
1977.

The four members of the group
- John Waite (bass, vocals), Mike
Corby (guitar, keyboards, vocals),
Tony Brock (drums, vocals), Walt
Stocker (guitar, vocals) - are all
in their early to mid -twenties and
bring with them a fresh and
youthful vibrance along with an
obvious musical proficiency. Bob
Ezrin produced the group's album
which was recorded last summer
and mixed in the fall at his studio

(Continued on page 70)

Stiff Records
111 While its seven singles have
only been released in the U.K.,
Stiff Records, the label launched
last summer by former Dr. Feel -
good road manager Jake Riviera
and Dave Robinson, who still
manages Graham Parker and the
Rumour, is perhaps the most suc-
cessful example of the new wave
of independent labels.

In just five months and with a
loan of about $800 secured from
members of Dr. Feelgood, Stiff
has established a credibility for
itself in the U.K. as the prime out-
let for aspiring music makers with
an ear for new talent and a flair
for packaging and marketing its
records that would do well to rub
off on some of the more ambi-
tious majors (Stiff has already re-
leased a double B -sided record,
one timed at 1:99 and a 33 1/3
r.p.m. single in modes that vary
from mono enhanced stereo and
plain old stereo to neo stereo
and 100 percent stereo).

"Today's Sound Today," one of
the label's slogans ("The World's
Most Flexible Record Company"
and "If It Means Something To
Everyone . . . It Must Be A Stiff"
are some others), is a paraphrase
of Phil Spector's "Tomorrow's

(Continued on page 150)

Lone Star
'Lone Star is not a band from
Texas. Two thirds of the group
are, in fact, from Wales and even
as a cursory listen to their debut
album would suggest, the group
is as English as Abbey Road.

Released in the U.K. last Sep-
ternber, Lone Star's album has
already picked up substantial FM
play as an import. This is due in
large part to the opening track
of the Ip, a lengthy interpretation
of The Beatles' "She Said" that
modifies and re -defines the song
in much the same way Yes'
"America" expanded upon the
Paul Simon original. The group's
singer, Kenny Driscoll, went so
far as to add two verses to the
song and still received approval
from John Lennon and Paul Mc-
Cartney.

Lone Star is a sextet composed
of Driscoll on vocals; Tony Smith,
guitar; Paul Chapman, guitar;
Peter Hurley, bass; Rick Worsnop,
keyboards; and Dixie Lee, drums.
The group was assembled by
Driscoll and Smith in 1975 from
members of bands they had
known or worked with. The
original line-up was a quintet
until Worsnop was "found" in a

(Continued on page 150)

Frankie Miller
 Frankie Miller may have a re-
putation in some circles for one
of the world's great rock voices,
but it has done little to help him
overcome the fact that he's gone
relatively unheard.

Through three critically ac-
claimed albums: "Once In A Blue
Moon" (1972), "High Life" (1974)
and "The Rock" (1975), Miller
has refined his songwriting ability
and seasoned his vocals with the
influences of Otis Redding and
Paul Rodgers. If he has not been
particularly prolific, Miller has at

(Continued on page 70)

Frankie Miller

Quantum Jump
 Quantum Jump: "The abrupt
transition of one discrete energy
state to another."

While the group itself may be
a relatively new entity, the four
members of Quantum Jump are
seasoned musicians whose di-
verse backgrounds are responsible
for forging a sound that is exotic,
forceful and often compelling.
Comparisons have been made
most often to 10cc and Steely
Dan, but one listen to the unique
and intelligently conceived sound
of the group's first album (Electric
TRIX 1) makes comparisons futile.
Perhaps it is this very inability to
pigeonhole them that their album
was never released in this coun-
try and the group is still without
a recording contract here.

QUANTUM JUMP ,A --

Recorded over a period of 18
months, the sound of "Quantum
Jump" is built on the deft inter-
play of its four members whose
musical range encompasses brisk
jazz-rock soloing, intricate time
signatures and succinctly struc-
tured pop numbers with lyricist
David McIver adding a touch of
eccentricity to songs like "The
Lone Ranger," a single that was
consigned to oblivion as far as
radio play was concerned with
lines like: "He smoked pipe of
peace with Tonto/ Put his mask
on back to fronto," and a refer-
ence that maybe the masked man
was a "poufter." The song was,
if nothing else, notable for
the inclusion of the word, "Tau-
matawhakatangihangakoyauotam-
ateaturipukakapikimaungahoronu-
kypokaiwhenuakitaatahu," which
according to Guinness, is the lon-
gest name of a place in the world.

Quantum Jump is led by Rupert
Hine, who made his first record
in 1965 at the age of 15 as one
half of a Peter and Gordon -
type pop duo. Since then, he
has worked as a singer -writer -
musician - producer - electronic
composer with two solo albums,
"Pick Up A Bone" and "Un-
finished Picture," and a third on
the way. As a producer, he has
worked with Kevin Ayers, Mike
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